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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.32RT.3OO, LANCE tr

SECTION 3

EMERGBENCY PROCEDI.]RES

SECTION 3

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

3.1 GENERAL

The recommended procedures for coping with various types of emergencies and critical situations are

provided by this section. All of the required (FAA regulations) emergency procedures and those necessary
for operation of the airplane as determined by the operating and design features of the airplane are presented.

Emergency procedures associated with those optional systems and equipment which require handbook
supplements are provided in Section 9 (Supplemenrs).

The first portion of this section consists of an abbreviated emergency check list which supplies an

action sequence for critical situations with little emphasis on the operation of systems.

The remainder of the section is devoted to amplified emergency procedures containing additional
information to provide the pilot with a more complete understanding of the procedures.

These procedures are suggested as a course of action for coping with the particular condition described,
but are not a substitute for sound judgement and common sense. Pilots should familiarize themselves with the
procedures given in this section and be prepared to take appropriate action should an emergency arise

Most basic emergency procedures, such as power off landings, are a normal part of pilot training.
Atthough these emergencies are discussed here, this information is not intended to replace such training,
but only to provide a source of reference and review, and to provide information on procedures which are

not the same for all aircraft. It is suggested that the pilot review standard emergency procedures
periodically to remain proficient in them.

ISSUED: JANUARY 18, 1978
REVISED: JUNE 29,198/.
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3.3 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES CHECK
LIST

ENGINE FIRE DURING START

Starter......... .........crank engine
Mixture ..................id1e cut-off
Throttle .........open
Electric fuel pump... .........OFF
Fuel se1ector................. ....OFF
Abandon if fire continues.

ENGINE POWER LOSS DTruNG TAKEOFF

If sufficient runway remains for a normal landing,
leave gear down and land snaight ahead.

If area ahead is rough, or if it is necessary to clear
obstructions:
Gear selector switch...... .....UP
Emergency gear lever (Aircraft equipped with
backup gear extender) .............Iatched in OVERRIDE

ENGAGED position

If sufficient altitude has been gained to attempt a

restart:

Maintain safe airspeed
Fuel selector ................ ........swirch to tank

containing fuel
Electric fuel pump ..check ON
Mixture ...............check RICH
Altemate air ............. ....OPEN
Emergency gear lever ..............ils required

If power is not regained, proceed with power off
landing.

ENGINE POWER LOSS IN FLIGHT

Fuel selector ................ ........switch to tank
containing fuel

Electric fuel pump ............ON.
Mixture ......RICH
Altemate air ............. ....OPEN

Engine gauges ...........check for indication
of cause of power loss

If no fuel pressure is indicated, check tank selector
position to be sure it is on a tank containing fuel.

REPORT: VB-890
3-2

When power is restored:

Altemate air ............. ..................CLOSED
Electric fuel pump ...........OFF

If power is not restored, prepare for power off
landing.

POWER OFF LANDING

On aircraft equipped with backup gear extender,
lock emergency gear lever in OVERRIDE
ENGAGED position before airspeed drops to 106

KIAS to prevent landing gear from inadvertently
free falling.
Tfim for92 KIAS.
Locate suitable field.
Establish spiral pattern. 1000 ft above field at
downwind position for normal landing approach.
When field can easily be reached, slow to 75 KIAS
for shortest landing.

Touchdowns should normally be made at lowest
possible airspeed with full flaps.

GEAR DOWN LANDING

For gear down landing, proceed as follows when

committed to landing:
Landing Gear Selector................. ..DOWN
Ignition...... ....OFF

Master switch........ ...........OFF

Fuel se1ector................. .."oFF
Mixture ..................id1e cut-off
Seat belt and hamess ........tight

GEAR TIP LANDING

For gear up landing, proceed as follows when
commined to landing:
Ignition .........OFF

Master switch .................'oFF

FueI selector ................ ....OFF

Mixture .................id1e cut-off
Seat belts and hamess .....tight

ISSLJED: JANUARY 18' 1978

REVISED: MAY 10,1990
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FTRE IN FLIGHT

Source of fire .................check

Etecuical fire (smoke in cabin):
Master switch......... ..........OFF
vents.......... ...open

Cabin heat............ ...........OFF
Land as soon as practicable.

Engine fire:
Fuel selector.................. .....................OFF
Throttle cLosED
Mixture ..................id1e cut-off
Electric fuel pump .check OFF
Heater and defroster.................. .........OFF
Proceed with power off landing procedure.

LOSS OF OIL PRESSURE

Land as soon as possible and investigate cause.
Prepare for power offlanding.

LOSS OF FTJEL PRESSI.JRE

Elecuic fuel pump .............ON
Fuel selector................. .check on fulItank

HIGH OIL TEMPERATTJRE

Land at nearest airport and investigate the problem.
Prepare for power off landing.

ALTERNATOR FAILURE

Verify failure.
Reduce electrical load as much as possible.
Altemator circuit breakers ................check
Alt switch OFF (for I second),

then on
If no output:
Alt swirch.. ....OFF

Reduce electrical load and land as soon as practical.

If battery is fully discharged, the gear will have to be
lowered using the emergency gear extension
procedure. Position lights will not illuminate.

ISSUED: JANUARY 18, 1978
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 25, 1990

PROPELLER OVERSPEED

Throttle...... .retad
Oil pressure ....................check
Prop control ...............................fuii DECREASE rpm,

then set if any
control available

Airspeed..... ...................reduce
Throttle ..as required to remain

below 2700 rpm

EMERGBNCY LANDING GEAR EXTENSION

Prior to emergency extension procedure:
Master switch ..........check ON
Circuit breakers..... .........check
Radio lights.......... .............off (in daytime)
Gear indicator bulbs...... ....................check

If landing gear does not check down and locked:
Ainpeed .........be1ow 87 KIAS

Landing gear seIector.................. ...DOWN
Emergency gear Lever (on aircraft equipped with
backup gear extender)........... OVERRIDE ENGAGED

(while fish tailing airplane)

If landing gear still does not check down and locked:

Emergency gear lever ........Ho\d emergency gearlever
in the EMERGENCY DOWN

position, while fish tailing airplane
until gear is down and locked (under

normal conditions will take approx.
10 seconds to be down and locked)

If all electrical power has been lost, the landing gear

must be extended using the above procedures. The
gear position indicator lights will not illuminate.

SPIN RECOVERY

Throttle...... .....idle

Ailerons..... neutral

Rudder....... ......fu11opposite to
direction of rotation

Control wheel .........fuilfonvard 2 seconds

after anti-sPin
rudder input

Rudder....... .....'..neutral (when

rotation stops)

Control wheel .......as required to smoothly
regain level flight attitude

REPORT: VB-890
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OPEN DOOR

If both upper and side larches are open, the door will
trail slightly opeh and airspeeds will be reduced
slightly.

To close the door in flight:
Slow aiqplane to 87 KIAS
cabin vents ...close

Storm window .................open

If upper tarch is open........... ...............Iarch
If side latch is open.....................pull on armrest while

moving latch handle
to latched Position

If both larches are open ......latch side larch

then toP larch

REPORT:
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.32RT.3OO, LANCE II SECTION 3

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

3-5. AMPLTFIED EMERGENCY PROCEDURES (GENERAt)

The followins Daragraphs are presented to supply additional information for thc purpose of providing thepilot with 
" n,or.-io'npieti unaerstanding or tnJ il;;;;iled course ;i;;i";';"d probable cause of anemergency situation.

}7. ENGINE FIRE DURING START

Engine fires during start are usually the result of.ovcrpriming..The first attempt to cxtinguish the fire is totry to start the engine and draw the excess fuel back into the lnouctron system.

If a fire is present before the cngine has started, move the mixture control to idle cut-off, opcn the throttleand crank the enginc. This is an aticmpt to draw it e fire uact into ,r,. g-ngi"..-'-

If the engine has startcd, continue operating to try to pull the fire into the engine.

ln either casc (above), if firc continucs more than a few scconds, the fire should bc extinguished by the bestavailable external means.

,,.,n*t rt',| ;:'i::Xl 
valve should bc oFF and the mixture at idte cut-off if an external fire extinguishing

3.9. ENGINE POWER. LOSS DURING TAKEOFF

The proper action to be taken if loss of power occurs during takcoff will depend on the circumstances ofthe particular situration.

If sufficient nrnway remains to complete a normal landing, leave the landing geardown and land straightahead.

If the area ahead is rough, or if it is necessary to clear obstructions, move the gear selector switch to the tposition. on aircraft !$rpped with the baclup g;r-;;;;.r, t"t.r, ,h. 
-r";il"ncy 

gear tever in t.'ERRTDE EN.AGED position. 
'i:;il;'ffi"":ilffiH:Lffi":t':"fi::;:ff: 

;#',:*:lTyt:l
If sufficient altitude has bcc.n gaincd to attempt a restart, maintain a safe airspeed and switch the fuelselector to another tank.containing fuet. check ttri crictric iuet pump a";;;;at it is oN and that the

on aircraft equipped with thc backup gear extender, the landing gear will extend automatically whenengine power fails at spceds bclow approxulatgty 103 KIAS. Ttre g[ae iiit"n". *rtr, ti. landing gear extendedis roughly halved' If tlic situation aifiates, .t!f,"1_oq,II;"r.""'i. *r"ined in trre rctractea position by latchingthe emergency gear lever in the OvERRIDE ENcibiollri,ion.
If engine failure was 

-caused 
by fuel exhaustion, powcr will not be regaincd after switching fuel tanks untilthe empty fuel lines are fined. This may require upio t.n sc.onas.

If power is not regained, proceed with the Power off Landing procedurc (rcfer to the emergency check tistand paragraph 3.15).

ISSUED: JANUARY lt, l97t
REVISED: JANIJARY 31, l9t7 REPORT: YB.t90
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3.I I ENGTNE POWER LOSS IN FLIGHT

complete engine po\&'er loss is usually caused by fuel flow interruption and power will be restored shortlyafter fue[ flow is restored. If poner Ioss occurs at a low altitud.e. 
lh^e 

'ilrri ;;;li['pr.pur. [or an emergencylanding (refer to paragraph j.t:). en airspeed of 
"i-f.uii'qi ftes shoutd Le maintained.

If altitude permits, switch the fuel selector to another tank containing fuel and turn the electric fuelpump "oN"' Move the mixture control to "RIC[I" *a trrr alternate aiiio-;bprN.,, Check the enginegauFs for an indication of the cause of the power loss. If no fuel pr"rr*. ir ira]."t.a]'.iit'[,1"i*tselector position to be sure it is on a tank containing fuel.

when power is restored move the alternate air to the "cLosED" position and turn .,oFF,,the electricfuel pump.

If the preceding steps do not rcstore power, prepiue for an emergency landing.

If time permits, turn the igrition switch to "L" then to "R" then back to ..BoTH.,, Move the ttu.ottleand mixture control levers to different settings This ilt restore power if the problem is too rich or toolean a mixture or if therc is a partial fuel syslem ratric-tron-Try ottrer nrer-tanis. lyaterin the fuelcouldtake some time to be ysed up, and allowini ttre ensine io *i"ariu;;t il;io*.". If power loss is dueto water, fuel pressure indications-will be normal.

lf engine failt[e was caued by fuel exhatstion, power will not be restored after switching fuel tanksuntil the empty fuel lines are filled. This may require up to trn seconds.

If power is not r9qu1ed, proceed with the Power off Landing procedure (refer to the emergencycheck list and paragaph 3.13).

REPORT: VB-890
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3.13 POWER OFF LANDING

On aircraft equipped with the backup gear extender, if loss of power occurs at altitude, lock emergency
gear leverin OVERzuDE ENGAGED position before airspeed drops to 106 KIAS to prevent landing gear from
inadvertently free falling. Then trim the aircraft for best gliding angle (92 KIAS, Air Cond. off) and look for a

suitable field. If measures taken to restore power are not effective, and if time permits, check your charts for
airports in the immediate vicinity; it may be possible to land at one if you have sufficient altitude. At best

gliding angle, with no wind, with the engine windmilling, and the propeiler control in fulI DECREASE rpm,
the aircraft will travel approximately 1.2 miles for each thousand feet of altirude. If possible, notify the FAA by
radio of your difficulty and intentions. If another pilot or passenger is aboard, let him help.

CAUTION

When C.G. is fonvard of 82 inches, use 90 KIAS approach speed.

When you have located a suitable field, establish a spiral pattem around this field. Try to be at 1000 feet

above the field at the downwind position, to make a normal landing approach. When the field can easily be

reached, slow ro 76 KIAS approach speed with flaps down for the shortest landing. Excess altitude may be lost
by widening your pattem, wing flaps or slipping, or a combination of these.

Whether to attempt a landing with gear up or down depends on many factors. If the field chosen is
obviously smooth and firm, and long enough to bring the plane to a stop, the gear should be down. If there are

stumps or rocks or other large obstacles in the field, the gear in the down position will better protect the

occupants of the aircraft. If, however, the field is suspected to be excessively soft or short, or when landing in
water of any depth, a wheels-up landing will normally be safer and do less damage to the airplane.

On airplanes equipped with the backup gear extender, the landing gear will free fall at airspeeds below
approximately 103 KIAS and, under normal conditions, will take approximately 10 seconds to be down and

locked. If a gear up landing is desired, it will be necessary to latch the override lever in the OVERRIDE
ENGAGED position before the airspeed drops to 106 KIAS to prevent the landing gear from inadvertently free

falling.

Touchdown should normally be made at the lowest possible airspeed.

(a) Gear Down Landing

When committed to a gear down emergency landing, select landing gear DOWN, close the

throttle control and shut OFF the master and ignition switches. Flaps may be used as desired. Tirm the

fuel selector valve to OFF and move the mixture to idle cut-off. The seat belts and shoulder hamess

(if installed) should be tightened. Touchdown should be normally made at the lowest possible
airspeed.

NOTE

If the master switch is OFF, the gear cannot be retracted.

ISSUED: JANUARY 18, 1978
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 25, 1990
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G) Gear Up Landing

I On aircraft equipped with the backup gear extender, latch the emergency gear in the OVER-

I ruDE ENGAGED position, prior to reaching 106 KIAS, to prevent the gear from inadvertently ex-

tending at airspeeds below 103 KIAS.

Touchdowns should normally be made at the lowest possible ainpeed with fullflaps.

When committed to landing, turn OFF the ignition and master switch. The fuel selector

should be OFF and the mixture at idle cut-off.

Tighten the seat betts and shoulder hamess (if installed).

3.15 FIRE IN FLIGHT

The presence of fire is noted through smoke, smell and heat in the cabin. It is essential that the source of
the fire be promptly identified through instrument readings, character of the smoke, or other indications since

the action to be taken differs somewhat in each case.

Check for the source of the fire first.

If an elecrrical fire is indicated (smoke in the cabin), the master switch should be tumed OFF. The cabin

vents should be opened and the cabin heat tumed OFF. A landing should be made as soon as possible.

If an engine fire is present, swirch the fuel selector to OFF and close the throile. The mixture should be at

idle cut-off. Tum the electric fuel pump OFF. In all cases, the heater and defroster should be OFF. If radio
communication is not required select master switch OFF. If the terrain permits, a landing should be made

immediately.

NOTE

The possibility of an engine fire in flight is extremely remote. The
procedure given is general and pilot judgment should be the
determining factor for action in such an emergency.

ISSIIED: JANUARY 18, 1978

REVISED : JANUARY 31, 1987
REPORT: VB-890
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3.17 LOSS OF OIL PRESSTJRE

Loss of oil pressure may be either partial or complete. A partial loss of oil pressure usually indicates a
malfunction in the oil pressure regulating system, and a landing should be made as soon as possible to
investigate the cause and prevent engine damage.

A complete loss of oil pressure indication may signify oil exhaustion or may be the result of a faulty
gauge. In either case, proceed toward the nearest airport, and be prepared for a forced landing. If the
problem is not a pressure gauge malfunction, the engine may stop suddenly. Maintain altitude until such
time as a dead stick landing can be accomplished. Don't change power settings unnecessarily, as this may
hasten complete power loss.

Depending on the circumstances, it may be advisable to make an off airport landing while power is still
available, particularly if other indications of actual oil pressure loss, such as sudden increases in
temperatures, or oil smoke, are apparent, and an airport is not close.

If engine stoppage occurs, proceed with Power Off Landing.

3.19 LOSS OF FI]EL PRESSTJRE

If loss of fuel pressure occurs, tum "ON" the electric fuel pump and check that the fuel selector is on a
futl tank.

If the problem is not an empty tank, land as soon as practical and have the engine-driven fuel pump
and fuel system checked.

32T HIGH OIL TEMPERATURE

An abnormally high oil temperature indication may be caused by a low oil level, an obstruction in the
oil cooler, damaged or improper baffle seals, a defective gauge, or other causes. Land as soon as practical at
an appropriate airport and have the cause investigated.

A steady, rapid rise in oil temperature is a sign of trouble. Land at the nearest airport and let a
mechanic investigate the problem. Watch the oil pressure gauge for an accompanying loss of pressure.

REPORT: VB-890
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323 ALTERNATOR FAILURE

l,oss of altemator output is detected through zero reading on the ammeter. Before executing the following
procedure, ensure that the reading is zero and not merely low by actuating an electrically powered device, such
as the landing light. If no increase in the ammeter reading is noted, altemator failure can be assumed.

The electrical load should be reduced as much as possible. Check the altemator circuit breakers for a

popped circuit.

The next step is to atrempt to reset the overvoltage relay. This is accomplished by moving the ALT switch to
OFF for one second and then to ON. If the trouble was caused by a momentary overvoltage condition ( 16.5

volts and up) this procedure should retum the ammeter to a normal reading.

If the ammeter continues to indicate zero output, or if the altemator will not remain reset, tum off the ALT
switch, maintain minimum electrical load and land as soon as practical. All electrical load is being supplied by
the battery.

325 PROPELLER OVERSPEED

Propeller overspeed is caused by a malfunction in the propeller govemor or low oil pressure which allows
the propeller blades to rotate to full low pitch.

If propeller overspeed should occur, retad the thronle and check the oil pressure. The propeller control
should be moved to fulI DECREASE rpm and then set if any control is available. Airspeed should be reduced
and throttle used to maintain 2700 rpm.

327 EMERGENCY LANDING GEAR EXTENSION

Prior to proceeding with an emergency gear extension check to ensure that the master swirch is ON and s-

that the circuit breakers have not opened. If it is daytime, the radio lights should be tumed off. Check the landing
gear indicators for faulty bulbs.

NOTE

Refer to paragraph 4.41 for differences when emergency extension
procedure is performed for training purposes.

If the landing gear does not check down and locked, reduce the airspeed to below 87 KIAS. Move the
landing gear selector to the DOWN position. On aircraft equipped with the backup gear extender, place the
emergency gear lever in the OVERRIDE ENGAGED position and fish tail the airplane.

If the landing gear still does not check down and locked, position and hold the emergency
gear lever in the EMERGENCY DOWN position while fish tailing the airplane. Under normal conditions,
approximately l0 seconds will be required for the gear to extend and lock down.

If all electrical power has been lost, the landing gear must be extended using the above procedures. The gear
position indicator lights will not illuminate.

REPORT: VB-890
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3.29 SPIN RECOVERY

Intentional spins are prohibited in this 
-airplane. If a spin is inadvertently entered, immediately movethe throttle to idle and the ailerons to neutral.

Full rudder should then be applied opposite to the direction of rotation followed two seconds later bycontrol wheel full forward. When the rotation stops, neutralize the rudder and ease bagk on ttre control
wheel as required to smmthly regain a level flight attitude.

3.3I OPEN DOOR

The cabin door is double latched, so the chances of its springiag open in flieht at both the top and side
are remote. However, should you forget the upper latch, or not fullV engage the side latch, tfr. aooim"Vs!!ng partially open. This will uzually happen at takeoff or soon aftenvard. A partially open aooi,ritinot
affect normd flight characteristics, and a normal landing can be made with the dbor open.

If both upper and side latches are open; the door will trail slightly open, and airspeed will be reduced
sliehtly.

To close the door in flight, slow the airplane to 87 KIAS, close the cabin vents and open the storm
window. If the top latch is open, latch it. If the side latch is open, pull on the armrest while moving the
latch handle to the latched position. If both latches are open, cto-se ttri side latch then the top latch.

3.33 ENGINE ROUGHI{ESS

Engine roughness may be caused by dirt in the injector nozzles, induction system icing, or ignition
problems.

Fint adjust the mixture for maximum smoothness The engine will run rough if the mixture is too rich
or too lean.

Mora the alternate air to "OPEN" and then turn "oN" the electric fuel pump.

Switch the fuel selector to another tank to see if fuel contamination is the problem.

check the engrJre gauges for abnormal readings. If any gauge readings are abnormal proceed
accordingly.

The magrreto switch shoild then bc mcrod to "L" ttien "R'" tlren back to "BOTH." If operation is
satisfactory on eithtr magneto, proceed on that magneto at redtrcod power with full "RICH' mixture to a
landing at the first available airport

If roughness persists, prcpare for a precautionary landiru at pilot's discretion.

REPORT: vB-890
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